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Highway on-ramp control

Ding-wei Huang
Department of Physics, Chung Yuan Christian University, Chung-li, Taiwan

~Received 12 November 2001; published 18 March 2002!

We study the phase transition on a highway induced by the fluctuations of on-ramp flow. The highway traffic
is provided by a hydrodynamical model. We analyze the characteristics of perturbations to induce congestion
near on ramp. The phase boundary is obtained. A scaling relation is revealed. We also analyze the time
evolution of the local density profile. Conventional control mechanisms to regulate the on-ramp flow are
examined. A control scheme is proposed to suppress the congestion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of traffic flow near on ramps of a highwa
system has revealed a rich spectrum of phenomena an
tracted research interests from physicists recently@1–5#. On
the section of highway without ramps, the well formed traf
jams always propagate in the upstream direction; while n
an on ramp, a new type of congestion appears. The tra
jams seem to be localized. They move back and forth aro
the ramp with the same structure. Or the congestion m
extend with time, but always have one end fixed at the ra
Or they may even stay motionless. The current theoret
research is then focused on the characteristics of this
type of congestion@6–10#. To physicists, the highway traffic
is basically a one-dimensional many-body system w
strong correlations among vehicles. The system is driven
from equilibrium, where the steady states are character
by nonvanished flows. The congestion is taken as a nontr
phase transition resulted from the instability of the system
the paper, we study the hysteretic phase transitions indu
by the fluctuations of on-ramp flow. The highway traffic
simulated by a well calibrated hydrodynamic model@11–13#.
The resulting phase diagram is presented in the follow
section. The characteristic of the fluctuations is analyzed
Sec. III, we study the time evolution of density profile in th
emergence of congestion. Various control schemes aime
suppress the congestion are discussed in the final sectio

II. PHASE DIAGRAM

In the hydrodynamic model of highway traffic, the syste
is described by the following partial differential equations
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These two equations are analogous to the Navier-Sto
equation and the continuity equation, respectively. The hi
way traffic is described by the local densityr(x,t) and the
local velocity v(x,t). The traffic flow is understood a
q(x,t)5r(x,t) v(x,t). The intrinsic properties on the mai
highway is prescribed by the safe-velocity functionalV(r)
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and three parameters,t, c0, andm, which are constants re
lated to the effects of relaxation, anticipation, and damp
ing, respectively@11–13#. The on-ramp flow is denoted b
qi(t) with a spatial distributionf(x) localized atx50. In
this work @14#, we perform extensive numerical simulation
over a system of 60-km highway with an on-ramp right
the middle~position x50). The open boundary condition
are employed. The values at the upstream boundary are
fixed; the values at the downstream boundary are obtaine
linear extrapolation from the neighborhood.

When the vehicle density is small, the highway traffic is
homogeneous flow. In the upstream (x!0), the safe velocity
is achieved and the flowq(x,t) is a constant denoted byqup .
The on-ramp flowqrmp provides a small transition layer nea
the ramp, which transforms the upstream flow into the dow
stream flow. In the downstream (x@0), the safe velocity is
also achieved and the flow is simply (qup1qrmp). The sys-
tem is then specified by two parameters the upstream fl
qup and the on-ramp flowqrmp @17,18#.

When the vehicle density increases, the congestion
comes one of the stable solutions. The transitions betw
the homogeneous flow and the congestion can be trigg
by fluctuations of the on-ramp flow. We study the criterion
perturbations to induce such transitions. The system is
pared to start with a homogeneous flow specified by t
parametersqup andqrmp . To simulate the inflow of a large
number of vehicles within a short period, the perturbatio
are prescribed in the following form:

qi~ t !5H qrmp1Dq t0,t,t01Dt

qrmp otherwise.
~3!

The perturbations are characterized by two parametersDq
andDt, which specified, respectively, the height and durat
of the extra on-ramp flow. The initial timet0 is irrelevant as
we start from a stationary state.

The induced phase transitions from the homogene
flow to the congestion can be observed within a certain ra
of (qup ,qrmp). The phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Wh
qup11.2qrmp,2060 vehicles per hour~veh/h!, the homoge-
neous flow is the only stable solution. The perturbations
ways decay with time. Whenqup.2060 veh/h, the conges
tion will not be localized to the ramp. The effects of an o
ramp become insignificant. Whenqup1qrmp.2300 veh/h,
the homogeneous flow becomes unstable. The conges
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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can be induced by a very small perturbation. Within the
boundaries, the transitions can be induced when the pe
bations are large enough, i.e., with a givenDt, a low bound
of Dq is required to trigger the transition. This critical valu
is denoted byDqc , which depends onqup , qrmp , andDt.
We further observe that within the region 2060,qup1qrmp
,2300 veh/h andqup,2060 veh/h, the critical valueDqc
is scaled with the downstream flow (qup1qrmp). That is,
Dqc depends only onDt and the combination (qup1qrmp).

FIG. 1. Phase diagram in the (qup ,qrmp) plane. The scaling
region is shown by black dots, the nonscaling region is shown
the gray dots.

FIG. 2. Critical extra flowDqc as a function of downstream
flow (qup1qrmp) for various values ofqup . The parameterDt
55 min.
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The results are shown in Fig. 2. The critical heightDqc

decreases with the increase of both the downstream
(qup1qrmp) and the durationDt. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. It is also observed thatDqc scales approximately with
ADt at a fixed (qup1qrmp). Thus, the quantity (Dqc ADt)
scales approximately with (qup1qrmp).

Outside the scaling region, the phase transitions can
be observed within the region ofqup1qrmp.2060 veh/h
andqup11.2qrmp,2060 veh/h. Such small region can als
be expressed asqrmp,20602qup,1.2qrmp . In such cases
the critical valueDqc depends onqup and qrmp separately.
Whenqup approaches 2060 veh/h, the phase transitions
only be triggered with a small range ofqrmp . As qup de-
creases, a much wider range ofqrmp is supported. As the
downstream flow is less than in the scaling region, the c
gestion can only be induced by aDqc larger than in the
scaling region, see Fig. 2.

The two flows 2060 and 2300 veh/h seem to be spec
When the on ramp is closed, i.e.,qin(t)50, the traffic flow
on the main highway is often differentiated by three spec
values, 2060, 2300, and 2340 veh/h. The maximum flow
be achieved in the homogeneous flow is 2340 veh/h. Ho
ever, the homogeneous flow becomes unstable when the
is larger than 2300 veh/h. Furthermore, the homogene
flow is stable to large perturbations only when the flow
less than 2060 veh/h. Whenq.2060 veh/h, the congestio
begins to emerge and a well formed traffic jam always mo
to the upstream with a constant velocity. Thus, forq
,2060 veh/h, the homogeneous flow is the only stable t
fic state. Forq.2300 veh/h, the traffic jam becomes th
only stable traffic state. For 2060,q,2300 veh/h, both the
homogeneous flow and the congestion are stable. The tra
tion between these two states can be induced by exte
perturbations.

y

FIG. 3. Critical extra flowDqc as a function of downstream
flow (qup1qrmp) for various values ofDt. The parameterqup

51800 veh/h.
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FIG. 4. Typical density profiler(x,t) in the
nonscaling region. The parameters:qup

51600 veh/h, qrmp5440 veh/h, Dq
5670 veh/h,Dt55 min, andt0530 min.
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With the on ramp, the behavior of the system can be
duced. In the scaling region, the instability of the system
determined by the downstream flow. The metastability is
served when the flow is between 2060 and 2300 veh/h. A
the congestion in the nonscaling region, it can be taken as
manifestation of boundary-induced phase transitions@19#.

III. DENSITY PROFILE

Next, we consider the time evolution of density profiles
the emergence of congestion. The congestion near the
ramp is caused by the inflow of a large amount of vehic
within a short period. With naive expectation, the appeara
of traffic jams is attributed to the incapability of the ma
highway in dissipating the extra flow from the on ramp. T
extra on-ramp flow and the congestion are then expecte
appear simultaneously. However, this naive expectation
valid only within the small range of nonscaling region, i.
qup1qrmp,2060 veh/h andqup11.2 qrmp.2060 veh/h.
The lower bound of the extra flowDqc is quite large in these
cases. Whenqup is large, the congestion appears to be s
tionary; whenqup is small, the congestion expands to t
upstream as time evolves. The typical results are show
Fig. 4.

In the scaling region, i.e., 2060,qup1qrmp
,2300 veh/h, the congestion can be induced by a m
smallerDqc . In such cases, quite contrary to the naive e
pectation, the traffic jams appear much later in time than
of the extra inflow. Delay of more than 1 h isoften observed.
The typical results are shown in Fig. 5. Right after the ex
inflow, a small traffic jam appears and propagates away fr
the ramp to the downstream. The traffic jam enlarges slo
and the speed of propagation is decreasing. At a certain t
the traffic jam turns around and propagates to the upstre
i.e., moving back to the on ramp. The traffic jam enlarg
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quickly and a huge congestion is induced when it mov
across the on ramp. When the extra flow is only sligh
larger thanDqc , the small traffic jam can propagate a lon
distance before its turning around. The appearance of
congestion is then delayed to a much later time. In contr
when the extra flow is less thanDqc , the phase transition
will not be induced. We can still observe the small traffic ja
moves away from the ramp to the downstream. In such ca
the traffic jam propagates with a slowly increasing speed
decreasing amplitude. And it just disappears in a later tim
Thequp dependence is similar to the cases of the nonsca
region. Whenqup is large, the congestion is observed to o
cillate back and forth around the ramp; whenqup is small,
the congestion expands to the upstream as time evolves

In the nonscaling region, a well formed traffic jam cann
be sustained in the main highway, neither in the upstream
in the downstream. The congestion can only emerge righ
the ramp. In the scaling region, the traffic jams still cannot
sustained in the upstream; while they can be developed in
downstream. The congestion at the ramp can be related
well formed traffic jam in the downstream. Thus, the sa
phase transition can also be triggered by a traffic jam cau
by fluctuations in the downstream. As the traffic flow furth
increases, the traffic jams can also be developed in the
stream whenqup.2060 veh/h. Then the congestion will n
longer be confined to the vicinity of the on ramp. The traf
jams developed in the downstream always move to the
stream. They just move across the on ramp smoothly with
inducing significant effects. The congestion caused by
extra inflow from on ramp will soon move away from th
ramp to the upstream.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we study the emergence of congestion
duced by fluctuations of the inflow through the on ramp. T
3-3
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FIG. 5. Typical density profiler(x,t) in
the scaling region. The parameters:qup

51800 veh/h, qrmp5310 veh/h, Dq
5420 veh/h,Dt55 min, andt0530 min.
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congestion is not caused by random fluctuations. A defi
type of perturbations is required to trigger the transitions.
extra flow within a short time is necessary, which is char
terized by two parameters,Dq and Dt. To induce the con-
gestion, the extra flow must be larger than the critical va
Dqc , which then depends onqup , qrmp , andDt. It is inter-
esting to note that the criterion to a phase transition is
associated directly with the number of vehicles in the ex
flow, which is equal to (Dqc Dt). We observe that the quan
tity (Dqc ADt) scales approximately with the downstrea
flow (qup1qrmp). At the same downstream flow, a larg
number of vehicles is required when the perturbation ha
04610
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longer duration. The scaling also implies that the same e
flow will induce the congestion at a smallerqrmp whenqup is
larger.

The congestion is induced, not spontaneously emerg
Within a wide range of the flows, both the free flow and t
congestion are stable. Thus appropriate control mechan
can be employed to suppress the traffic jams. From the ph
diagram of Fig. 1, the highway is free of congestion wh
qup11.2qrmp,2060 veh/h. With a larger upstream flo
qup , the on-ramp flowqrmp should be restricted to a smalle
value. The conventional on-ramp control is carried out
setting up a traffic light at the ramp before the intersect
n
FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5 except that the o
ramp is closed for 1 min att560 min.
3-4
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HIGHWAY ON-RAMP CONTROL PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046103
with the main highway. The traffic light switches period
cally to red and green. By allocating different time to red a
green phases, the average value of the on-ramp flow ca
easily restricted. With the operation of the traffic light, t
phase diagram is the same as shown in Fig. 1, with the
rameterqrmp now denotes the average value of the on-ra
flow. In the nonscaling region, the phase transitions mus
triggered with a very large value ofDqc . It is correct in
equation mathematically, but impractical in reality. If w
consider only the phase transitions in the scaling region
softer restriction ofqup1qrmp,2060 veh/h will guarantee
the highway free from the congestion. The operation of
traffic light should depend on the upstream flow. With t
increase ofqup , one should decreaseqrmp by allocating
more time to the red phase. To increase the capacity
highway, one should find the way to limit the maximu
value of the inflow fluctuations. As the downstream flo
increases, the critical valueDqc decreases. The congestion
easier to induced and the highway becomes more unsta
On the other hand, if one could limit the value ofDqc , the
restriction can be pushed toward the limit ofqup1qrmp
,2300 veh/h.

The above control scheme based on the phase diagra
a conservative one. The highway traffic is maintained at
status where the congestion is impossible to emerge.
traffic flow is kept under a certain upper bound. Thus,
A
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capacity of a highway is limited. From the study of the de
sity profile, we propose a new control scheme to elimin
the congestion more effectively. The small traffic jam prop
gates downstream with a decreasing speed can be taken
early symptom of the later emerged congestion. By clos
the on ramp for a short period, say 30 s, the small traffic j
can be totally eliminated. Thus, the congestion will not a
pear. The typical results are shown in Fig. 6. In this sche
the timing is important. When the traffic jam is still deve
oping and propagates downstream, it can be eliminated
closing the on ramp shortly. When the traffic jam is we
developed and starts to propagate upstream, it can onl
eliminated by closing the ramp for a much longer period, s
10 min. Once the congestion appeared at the ramp, clo
the ramp will no longer be an option. At this stage, usually
will take more than half an hour to dissipate the congesti
In this scheme, closing the on ramp temporarily provides
effective way to suppress the formation of congestion. T
on ramp is open until the symptom of congestion appea
Then the ramp is closed for a short period. With the adva
of intelligent transportation systems, the highway traffic w
be monitored more carefully. Thus makes the scheme p
sible. Whenever a small traffic jam propagates downstre
with a decreasing speed is detected, closing the on ra
temporarily will keep the highway free from congestion in
later time.
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